
[TRACEY] 
popular music cataloging, its relationship to popular music discovery on the Internet, 
and possible future directions. For the purposes of this presentation, we are focusing 
on audio recordings by Western popular music artists from mid-twentieth century on.



work it is, I am confident that she or he would unequivocally identify Beethoven as the 
creator of this symphony. 



instances of this symphony collocate under the authorized access point shown here--



If I were to show a library user a 45 rpm record of the song Thriller and ask whose 
work it is, I am confident that she or he would identify Thriller as a Michael Jackson 
song. 



Wikipedia informs us that this is a single by Michael Jackson (although if you keep 
reading, you find out that it was composed by Rod Temperton and produced by 
Quincy Jones).



Temperton at the very bottom.



Amazon supplies the name Michael Jackson and no others in connection with this 
song.



But a library catalog, in accordance with current cataloging standards, would assign 

time. 



1978: That time was 1978. Everybody was really into disco music.



1978: People bought long-playing records and played them on their turntables. [click] 



1978: And in the Anglo-American cataloging world, AACR2 was published--a revision 

to come. 



1978: Cataloging popular music albums under AACR2 was pretty straightforward, 

element, even in cases where various songwriters were represented, as on the 
Village People album Macho Man, which includes renditions of the much older songs 

-title entry for this album was made 
up of the heading Village People plus the album title Macho man.



1997/1998: Twenty years later, in the late 1990s, Backstreet Boys and Spice Girls 
were on top of the world.



1997/1998: People shopped for CDs in record stores.



1997/1998: And in the cataloging world, a group from IFLA, the International 
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, published FRBR, Functional 
Requirements for Bibliographic Records, a conceptual model of the bibliographic 
universe. In FRBR, a Work, such as a symphony, is an abstract concept, and any 

later. 



-sponsored world tour, called 

Beyonce to shift her attention to her solo career. 



2005: People used iTunes and iPods for buying and consuming popular music. 
[iTunes (5); iPod Shuffle (1st generation)]



2005: And in the cataloging world, the JSC, or Joint Steering Committee, the group 
responsible for maintaining and revising AACR2, announced its breakup with AACR3 
and subsequent shift to RDA, or Resource Description and Access, a cataloging code 
built on FRBR and WEMI.



2005: Various constituencies with a stake in the matter submitted documents 

for Recorded Sound Collections) and MLA (Music Library Association) gave input to 
the JSC via ALA, who recommended that any solution reflect appropriate common 
citation practice, which sometimes emphasizes a performer over a composer, and 

works.



2010-
and Pharrell had a pretty good year with their summer hit Blurred Lines.



2010-2015: But in 2015, they had a pretty bad year, when a judge found that they had 
-funk-soul song, Got To Give It Up. 



2010-2015: Nowadays, this is how people can find information about popular music 

using Linked Data principles, provides structured data that is easy to navigate,



2010-2015: with intuitive collocation of results for a particular song under the 
recording/performing artist. The structured relationships are apparent at the top right 
of this slide (Marvin Gaye > Songs > I Heard It Through the Grapevine).



2010-2015: In a fresh search for a song title like I Heard It Through the Grapevine, 
most results are for the Marvin Gaye version, but there is an escape hatch on the right 
that takes you directly to results related to the CCR version. Give Google a little more 



2010-2015: And this is a small glimpse of what has been happening in the music 
cataloging world: RDA publication, implementation, and revision; and interpretation of 
RDA via Policy Statements and Best Practices such as those for music.



[KEVIN] Despite the 2005 ALA document that Tracey mentioned, RDA did away with 

sometimes creates authorized access points for popular music which can be 
--three of the Village 

-
comma-
users would look for a Village People album, but at least consistent. But Macho man 
is entered under title since Morali did not write all the songs contained therein.



The authorized access point is an important component of the RDA guidelines, 
through which every person, corporate body, and work can be assigned a unique 
identifier.
In their simplest form, work authorized access points are constructed by combining 
the AAP of the person or corporate body who created the work with the title of the 
work. Sometimes, in the cases of albums which contain songs by more than one 
creator, the AAP is the title of the album.
In certain situations, AAPs will also contain a qualifier.



But what is the Work? And who is the Creator?



Since its publication in 2010, the music cataloging community has spent much energy 
establishing a suitable interpretation of RDA instructions surrounding these inexact 
definitions, finally reaching a tenuous consensus that, across the board, the Creator 
should refer to the composer of the music, and the Work should be the composition, 

6.28, which discusses AAPs for music.
This interpretation works pretty well for classical music, but falls short when applied to 
popular music.



As previously stated, the FRBR / RDA definition of Work is not exact. FRBR allows 
quite a bit of wiggle room in its description of the Work entity whose boundaries, and 
corresponding bibliographic conventions, may be defined differently in different 
cultural contexts.



Furthermore, RDA allows for Adaptations, in which the modification of a previously 
existing work results in a new Work.
Some obvious examples of adaptation are a choral setting of a traditional spiritual or 



So, is it possible to create sensible access points for popular music while maintaining 

Could we logically and philosophically shift our perspective so that Creator could also 

culture to another, and look specifically at the cultures of Western art music vs. 
popular music.



When comparing the classical music and popular music cultures, we see some 
striking differences. Here are some broad generalizations that, of course, have 
exceptions.
Composers are revered and well-identified in the classical music tradition, whereas 
popular music songwriters are often not prominent in resources or in the minds of 
users.
In popular music, users tend to choose resources based on performer rather than 
composer.
Classical music is a longtime literate tradition in which works have been disseminated 
through printed scores. Popular music, on the other hand, is mostly disseminated 
through recordings. Printed music, when it exists, is typically based on recordings.



In classical music, performers strive toward a faithful interpretation of the composition, 
which tends to be fully written out and has a specific musical style.
By contrast, popular music performers are expected to create original individualized 
interpretations of songs.
Many of these songs pre-exist only in skeletal form (melody, lyrics, chords), 
incomplete until fully fleshed out by the performer or producer.
The same song could even be performed in different musical styles or genres based 



Such as these two renditions of Proud Mary, which differ greatly in tempo, 
instrumentation, overall feel, and indeed the musical content.



And finally, while the authorship of classical music works is usually straightforward, 
popular music authorship can be fuzzy.
Songwriting is often a collaborative process in which the exact distinction of roles 
(such as who wrote lyrics vs. who composed music) is unstated.
Musical borrowing is used in both traditions, but popular music has many more 
techniques at its disposal, including sampling, remixing, and mashup.



We believe that by expanding our interpretation of the popular music Work, we would 

Popular music performances should be considered new works based on the 
underlying composition, and the performers, producers, etc., should be considered 
the creators of these new works.
The original composed songs also exist as separate works, the songwriters being the 
creators of those.

model: 
A popular music Work is not any specific performance or version, but the abstract 

choices are applied to the original composed song. Variant versions or performances 
of THAT song by THAT performer are Expressions of THAT abstract Work.

The possibility remains that a single performer could create another, entirely new 
version of a song and this CAN again be considered another new work. If Michael 
Jackson had chosen to remake Thriller as a country song, that would probably be 
considered a new work.



So, authorized access points for popular music works are constructed by combining 
the AAP for the performer (or producer) with the title of the song or album.
Since much popular music is collaborative, use judgment in determining who has 
principal responsibility and creating references to other collaborators.
If deemed important, create relationships to the original composed song or other 
related songs with 5xx cross references in the authority record.
This method could also work with other types of music like jazz and folk music.





users.



And the various Village People albums would be collocated together...



...under the name of the band.



And the radically different versions of Proud Mary by CCR and Ike & Tina Turner will 
have separate AAPs, as well as the original song composed by John Fogerty, 
distinguishing them all as separate works.

[click] A quick tour around the internet shows that most user-created data for popular 
music, like that in Wikipedia and the MusicBrainz database, conceptualize Works in 

be able to integrate their metadata with linked data from sources like LinkedBrainz or 
DBPedia.



[TRACEY] 2015-[2016?]: Back to our timeline. The next year or so will see more RDA 
revisions; a JSC working group on aggregates, which will build on the work of an 
earlier IFLA working group on aggregates and their 2011 report; a consolidated model 
to supplant FRBR; and exploration and revision of BIBFRAME, the Linked Data 
model in development that is intended to replace the almost 50-year-old MARC 
standard for encoding bibliographic data, informed by the 2014 BF AV Modeling study 

that BIBFRAME, in its current state, does not even distinguish between Work and 
Expression.



(A little joke for you MARC catalogers out there.) 



well as with the Linked Data environment that is in development, and is created 
intuitively and efficiently by happy and productive catalogers who have been spared 
their sanity. It would be a whole lot easier to hunt down the RDA records created 
according to this problematic practice and change them than it would be to search out 
the zillions of AACR2 records for earlier releases of the same albums and convert 
them to a practice that may not even be defensible.



And if we make a change now, we can look forward to living in a BIBFRAME 
Wonderland.




